
-- OLM = Oracle Learning Management

[10] For PIC with Firefox on XP, may need to refresh to see buttons at bottom. 

[11] Cannot access Analysis Studio in Firefox. Link is not available. 

[5] For Firefox on Mac, we only test one OSX version. Others are assumed to behave similarly.

[6] Some Oracle products may not work with Firefox 38 & higher. For temporary work-around see 
http://imss.caltech.edu/content/oracle-issues-firefox-v37-and-newer

[7] Although Chrome & Edge are not officially supported by IMSS, some testing may occur. The 
Java add-on (JRE) is not supported by these browsers.

[8] Footnote available.

[9] Uses Oracle web-based (OA Framework/HTML) interface model, not the Oracle Forms/Java 
based model. Does not require the Java add-on.

[12] Requires config file (DeploymentRuleSet.jar) to suppress security warnings. See 
http://imss.caltech.edu/help/java-config-file

[13] Does not support Java plug-in.

[Java] This application requires the Java plug-in, a.k.a. JRE. Java 8 tested and recommended.

Other Notes

-- Due to Windows XP end-of-life (April 2014), this OS is no longer being tested nor supported.

-- Some vendors do not always keep up with Java or browser releases. Although some IMSS 
testing may occur, not all functionality is tested.

-- Managed Computing means advancement to new browsers or OS version is controlled by 
IMSS Help Desk. Testing of these apps is coordinated with Help Desk.

-- A config file is available to suppress unwanted security messages generated by Java. For 
more information see http://imss.caltech.edu/help/java-config-file

-- IE Compatibility View (CV) mode may be needed and in some cases must be used. See 
footnote 4 for applications requiring CV mode.

-- For Windows 7, IMSS tests 64bit systems. 

Asterisk (*) = IMSS Recommended.

Legend
C = Certified by vendor with backup documentation. IMSS may not test.
S = Supported by vendor, although they may not test every release. IMSS may not test.
T = Tested by IMSS and it appears to work. May not be supported by vendor.
X = Not tested, but expected to work.

[4] For IE, may need to use Compatibility View mode.

NS = Not supported by vendor or by IMSS.

NO = Tested and does not appear to work or not supported by vendor.
N/A = Not Available.
Yellow Cell = Coming soon or under evaluation. Items marked On-Hold are those applications 
where a new version is expected soon or the Help Desk plans to roll out a new browser version 
to the managed computers.
HD = Contact Help Desk for possible work-around.

No Color (White) = Only tested on an as needed basis or when troubleshooting. 

Black Cell = Consider these NOT required by end users with no plans to test.
Blue Cell = Web applications that do not use access.caltech login credentials.  They are neither single nor 
common sign-on applications. Although your passwords may be similar, they are not sync'd with 
access.caltech or may not require (e.g. Finance Queries) login credentials.

Foot Notes

[1] For Oracle Web Apps with IE, you must have pop-ups open in new window, not tab. 

[2] Allow pop-ups, otherwise this application will not work.

[3] Add web site to local intranet to allow downloads for trusted web sites. See the Security area 
of your browser.


